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Detecting Otoacoustic Emissions (OAEs) is the current standard of care for  
hearing loss and otitis media in children

Problem: Account for 7-20% of emergency room visits, diagnostic equipment is 
expensive → puts strain on medical system, inaccessible in LMICs
1) Build previously developed telemedicine headphones capable of capturing 

high-quality data feedback and OAEs, using open source algorithms and 
circuit design from University of Washington

2) Test and update previous design according to design specifications
3) Create a user-friendly telehealth platform for data capturing and referral on 

mobile device
4) Design potential clinical testing framework in collaboration with healthcare 

providers at Children’s National Hospital

Our project is inspired by a 
Github open source hardware 
and software concept from the 

University of Washington3, 
with this diagram from their 

paper being the baseline of our 
project, showing speaker, 
cochlea, and microphone 
interactions, and how OAE 

Emissions propagate 
throughout the ear canal

HUMAN CENTERED DESIGN

Motivation & Objectives

Methods

CAD DESIGN

ALGORITHM DESIGN

2) What do you think would make kids more comfortable during ear 
infection detection? 

DesignOAE Detect App
Via Bluetooth connection, ideally 

the data will output to an app 
that will allow patients to 

conveniently test and access 
their results for ear health 

assessment

CAD Casing
 3D printed casing that 

holds the PCB hardware 
and battery, fits all size 
earbud tips, has indent 
for power switch, sticker 
for aesthetics, and tabs 
on the sides for secure 

closing 

OAE PODS Logo
Child-friendly logo 

featuring a blue dog 
with a yellow 

earphone, designed 
to evoke a sense of 

calmness and 
familiarity for 

children 

Coin Battery 
Supplies 3V power to 

activate the PCB, is held in 
the battery holder, ensures 

consistent and reliable 
power provided to the 

device, can be recharged 
via port in the PCB

Coin Battery Holder 
securely holds the 
battery within the 

casing, connects the 
battery power to the 
PCB via solder wire 

connections
Insulation 

Integrated within the CAD casing to minimize external 
noise interference while keeping internal signals secured 
inside for detection, ensuring clear and accurate audio 
signal transmission for accurate ear disease detection

Earbuds
Variety of sizes to 

accommodate diverse 
pediatric ear shapes 
and ages, ensures 

optimal comfort and fit 
to improve signal to 

noise ratio

Results

nRF connect data showing consistent dBm outputs via 
bluetooth vs time synchronization (from 2 separate trial runs)

Functioning application interface made in Figma and 
made functional by Bravo Studio

Bioethical Implications

Positive Impacts

Children
Early detection and 
treatment, averting 

long-term 
complications

Parents & 
Guardians
Access to 
convenient 

screening, reducing 
anxiety

Healthcare 
Providers

Decreased of in 
person ear visits = 

decrease on 
system strain

Antibiotic 
Stewardship

Reduction in use of 
antibiotics when not 

needed

Negative Impacts

Privacy 
Concerns

Storage and 
security of health 

data, HIPAA 
Standards

Overreliance on Technology
Risk of neglecting other aspects of 

well-being by forgoing in-person 
consultations.

Accessibility
Disparities in 

access to 
telemedicine, 

necessitate efforts 
to ensure equitable 
healthcare access.

Conclusion
● Hardware: Utilized 3D printing for a portable case housing 

critical components, accommodating various earbud sizes 
for convenience.

● Software: Engaged in code debugging for seamless ear 
infection detection.

● User-Friendly App: Designed an intuitive mobile interface 
for easy frequency data collection and infection feedback.

● Our challenges included debugging open source code 
and ensuring hardware compatibility with the algorithm. 
With mentor guidance, we made significant progress 
towards future iterations.

● This project will allow for an earlier detect of OM in 
children and more direct access to healthcare for LMICs

PCB
Contains: 

Microphones:
Two microphones with 
enough sensitivity to 
capture -10 to 30 db

Speaker: 
To emit Chirp and 
multiple frequency 
outputs for testing 

frequency bins
Microcontroller:
Nordic nRF52840 

microcontroller has a 
bluetooth transmitter to 
send data to devices, 
more specifically the 

OAE detect App
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Future Works
Future goals include: 

● Simplifying PCB design for cost reduction
● Improving algorithm documentation. 
● Children’s National team will continue the project, aiming for 

clinical testing and enhanced clinical-ready designs. 
● See our planned testing outline for future iterations below:

APP INTERFACE

References

This table is filled with ranges of 
values of what is considered 

healthy and unhealthy OAEs in 
children ranging from 1-9 years 

old7. These values include 
distorted product OAEs 

(DPOAEs), transient evoked 
OAEs (TEOAEs) and 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

Fill to here

1) What's crucial in an ear infection detection app?

        

HEALTHY/INFECTED 
EAR OAE VALUES TABLE

We distributed a survey to physicians at Children’s National 
Hospital & parents/caregivers. We obtained the following results:

WORKING PCB

Red= Conformation of Power
Blue= Bluetooth Connection

BLUETOOTH SIGNAL CONSISTENCY: nRF CONNECT DATA
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